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Nm 30% nm 42 Wiha torque screwdriver. Accurate and high repetition accuracy. the maximum torque you print on them. When the mount and screw reaches what you want, the operator will hear a sonic click and the instrument will no longer twist the screw. In order to toprotect both the tool and the screw, all the torque
handles limit tighteningtorque, as well as applying a special restriction to easing torque. This means that when the screw is weakened, the torque will be limited to a value that is about 30% larger than the torque of the tightening. Innovative in every detail. Wiha Torque's new product range impresses with its ergonomics,
precision and functionality. Alltorque screwdrivers are low weight, durable and precise in their design, as well as incorporating a unique interactive blade system. The blades are made of high-quality molibden vanadium, plastic coating and have their own convincing concept. Accurate torque! This is increasingly important
for accurate and efficient operation, especially when such accuracy must be maintained and repeated - both when attaching and unbuttoning sensitive and expensive components, in assembly or in final inspections and applications for quality. These are all ideal tasks for the new Wiha Torque series screwdrivers, with
their ergonomic handles and a unique blade system capable of exchanging. A wide range of products that are specialized for industrial applique-tions, contains the Model TorqueFix ® with a fixed torque value, TorqueVario ® with variable torque value, but without scale and TheTorqueVario ® -S with an integrated
window scale that displays the torque numerically. TorqueVario ® -S torque screwdriver is also available for anti-static applications in ESDenvironments and as VDE is insulated to work on live electrical components. This site uses cookies that are necessary for the technical operation of the website and are always
configured. Other cookies that make it easier to use this site, serve direct advertising, or make it easier to interact with other websites and social networks will only be used with your consent. Page 2 Wiha professional torque limiting tools offer a full selection of torque-limiting hand tools from fixed to adjustable torque
settings, to Lb or Nm, ESD-Safe, insulated, T-pen, wing handle, or standard screwdriver handles. Wiha has the right torque control tool for you. Wiha's professional torque restriction tools offer a complete selection of torques that limit hand tools from fixed to adjustable torque settings, In Lb or Nm, ESD-Safe, Isolated, T-
pen, wing, or standard screwdriver handles. Wiha has the right torque control tool for you. Home TorqueControl Instruments © 2020 Wiha Tools USA. All rights are reserved. Page 2 Product Information Technical Information Bench Builder All Models have integrated direct reading reading a scale that eliminates false
readings by displaying the torque value. The torque value is constantly regulated with the torque setter provided, which prevents unauthorized torque changes. Tested according to EN ISO 6798, BS EN 26789, ASME B107.14M. Ergonomic multi-component handles, light and compact, size proportional to optimize torque
range. Sonic click when setting up torque. Includes certificate. From Newtown Meter Scale NM Range: 0.8-2.0 ATTENUATOR/LOAD ACCESSORIES: NIST TRACEABLE CALIBRATION: NUMBER OF ANALOG: NUMBER OF DIGITAL CHANNELS: RIGHT ANGLE DMM CONNECTOR: SPECTRUM ANALYZER
ACCESSORIES: noinfofound noinfofound Correct torque prevents material damage, eliminates the need for retouching and warranty protection. This makes our fully certified Wiha torque tools necessary for mechanics, electricians and electronics technicians as they combine accuracy and reliability: with a release
accuracy of 6% for a pre-set scale value, our Wiha torque screwdrivers meet standard accuracy requirements. Fixed-set torque tools improve process reliability, while variable-setting tools are particularly ideal for mobile use. A special interchangeable blade system offers interchangeable blades with different profiles.
Guaranteed individual testing of a product using the manufacturer verification process and individual labeling of an item with an identification number indicate a high quality and production standard in the instruments. Wiha torque keys are indispensable tools for its indexed insert cutter. For the optimal functioning of the
cutter, insert a stretched system, we recommend using a screwdriver with torque to create the right torque. If the torque is too high, the performance of the tool will be hampered and the indexed cutter and screw will be broken. If the torque is too low, the result is motion insertion, vibration and deterioration of the
processing result. Our users say: To maintain a high level of quality of our rotary parts while minimizing waste, we are paramount to the safe processes in the production of series. Wiha's torque tools make it a lot easier for us. Whether it's a classic screwdriver or a T-handle. Not all torque instruments are created equal.
That's why at Wiha we offer different types and systems, as well as sets for everyday and special torque attachment applications. For example, a interchangeable blade system for tools Wiha is ideal for a wide range of applications. (rolled) German durability and quality made since 1939. The insulated instruments are
individually tested at 10,000 volts and certified to 1,000 AC Volts or 1500 DC Volts for maximum protection on electrical projects. ESD static disengating tools meet the requirements for use in static sensitive areas. Slimelin Slimelin integrates the formed insulation directly onto the blade, ideal for workplaces where access
is limited. Advanced dual-material casting technology. Remarkable improvement in pen design, comfort and performance. The softFinish ergonomic ® provides maximum torque and comfort to the user. Maximum comfort in daily use, smooth operation and optimal transfer of power without uncomfortable pressure points.
Natural brushed finish. Providing 40% easier cuts and significantly longer tool life than standard joints. Page 2 ScrewdriversBitsInsulated ToolsPliersMore ToolsTorque ToolsMechanics ToolsHex ToolsEsD SafeTorxBest from Wiha ToolsBig DealNew ToolsBest Selling SetsWiha Gear and Clothing Tools To unlock the full
version, If items still have a lock tag, click after jumping out of the store interface will all purchase items to click on while you can APP Info Download MarineTraffic ship position 3.9.46 APK Download APK file (49.46 MB) Get from Google Play App Description MarineTraffic Ship Position Marinetraffic, Android, Maps,
Navigation, Rating Content All (PEGI-3). This app is estimated to have 4.33 103 users who use this app. To learn more about the company/developer, visit the website of Andre Ventura, who developed it. apps com.marinetraffic.android.apk can be downloaded and installed on Android Devices 4.4.x and above Android.
The latest version of 3.9.46 is available for download. Download the app using your favorite browser and click Set to install the app. Please note that we provide both basic and clean APK files and faster download speeds than the APK Mirror. This APK app has been downloaded 244663 times in the store. You can also
download com.marinetraffic.android APK and run it with popular Android emulators. MarineTraffic displays almost real-time positions of ships and yachts around the world. Connected to the largest network of AIS ground receivers, the app covers most major ports and shipping routes. See VESSELS ON THE LIVE MAP,
find ships, boats and seaports and see what's near you! More than 100,000 SHIPS PER DAY report their positions through MarineTraffic AIS - Live Wind View and 48-hour WIND FORECASTS on the map - ANIMATED PLAYBACK Ship-Boat Track - PORT ARRIVALS - DEPARTURES live more than 4000 ports and
berths, current conditions in ports and the estimated arrival times of ships and ships. Manage your ship list (MY FLEET), along with all your devices and MarineTraffic.com - Browse 2.5 MILLION PHOTOS of ships, harbors, lighthouses and more! ➜ NEW! Identify and track vessels sailing outside the AIS terrestrial
receiving station using satellite with ACCESS PLUS 24 (buy in the app) Identify the vessels around you at first sight using the augmented reality tool (in the purchase app) Just put your device's camera on the horizon and get all the information you need about the ships Your area: name, flag, speed, distance from you
and more. Also, for subscribers paid by MarineTraffic: - SEA CHARTS - SAT-AIS DATA Join the great MarineTraffic community! If you are only interested in a specific area, please confirm coverage on www.marinetraffic.com before purchasing the app - App ChangeLog - District Statistics - Court Events - Ship Coverage
- Fixes and Improvement App Screens Permits requires the following permissions on your android device. android.permission.ACCESS_COARSE_LOCATIONandroid.resolution.ACCESS-FINE-LOCATIONandroid.permission.ACCESS-NETWORK-STATEandroid.permission.CAMERAandroid.permission.GET-
ACCOUNTSandroid.permission.internETandroid.permission.READ-EXTERNAL STOPAGENDROID.READ-PHONE-STATEandroid.permission.RECEIVE-BOOT-COMPLETEDandroid.permission.VIBRATEandroid.permission.WAKE-LOCKandroid.permission.write-EXTERNAL-STORAGEcom
.android.vending.BILLINGcom.google.android.apps.photos.permission.GOOGLE-PHOTOScom.google.android.c2dm.permission.RECEIVEcom.google.android.finsky.permission.-GET-INSTALLER-SERVICEcom.marinetraffic.android.permission.C2D-MESSAGEandroid.hardware.faketouchandroid.hardware.location
approximate location (based on network) allows the app to get your approximate Location. This location was obtained by location services using network location sources such as cell towers and Wi-Fi. These location services should be enabled and available for your device to use them. Apps can use this to determine
where you are. Accurate Location (GPS and Network) allows the app to obtain an exact location using the Global Positioning System (GPS) or network location sources such as cell towers and Wi-Fi. These location services should be enabled and available for your device to use them. Apps can use this to determine
where you are and can consume extra battery power. Browsing network connections allows the app to view network connections, such as which networks exist and are connected. Photography and Video Allows the app to take photos and videos using your camera. This permission allows the app to use the camera at
any time without your confirmation. Finding accounts on your device allows the app to get a list of accounts known over the phone. This can include any accounts created by apps you have installed. Full access to the network allows the app to create network outlets and use custom network protocols. The browser and
other apps provide the tools to send data to the Internet, so this permission is not to send data to the Internet. Reading the contents of your SD card allows the app to read the contents of your SD card. Read the state of the phone Allows you to read only access to the state's phone, including the device's phone number,
current cellular information, the state of any current calls, and a list of any any any registered on the device. Running when you start allowing the app to start working as soon as the system has finished downloading. This can make it take longer to start the phone and allow the app to slow down the shared phone, always
working. Vibration control allows the app to control the vibrator. Prevent your phone from sleeping allows the app to prevent your phone from sleeping. Changing or deleting the contents of your SD card allows the app to write on an SD card. The billing app in the Billing app on Google Play provides a simple, simple
interface for submitting requests to the Billing app and managing in-app Billing deals using Google Play. Getting data from the Internet allows apps to receive cloud messages to devices sent by the app service. Using this service will hang the use of data. Malware can lead to overuse of data. Use. download marinetraffic
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